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Waddell Furniture Adds More Space Division Solutions to Pallet Line-Up
Lebanon, OH – April 2019
Known for their display and space division solutions, Waddell Furniture is pleased to announce the
inclusion of Pallet Wall and Pallet Mobile as part of their Pallet Collection. The two additions round out
the Pallet Display space division solution launched at NeoCon 2017. Customers now have more exciting
ways to bring function, collaboration, and mobility to their spaces.
Designed to fit the needs of today’s open plan workspaces, the Pallet Collection provides space
delineation while allowing environments to feel open and airy. In addition to being a beautiful way to
divide space, Pallet allows users to create collaborative work environments for meetings, brainstorming
sessions, or even impromptu workstations.
“The non-traditional ways people are working has pushed us to reimagine the possibilities of Pallet,”
commented Scott Bowers, Director of Product. “After the initial launch of Pallet Display, our customers
asked us for more ways to use parts of the product in different ways. We took our expertise in using
raw materials to produce multi-functional display solutions when we created the resimercial finish of
Pallet Wall and Mobile, helping to create a space where you want to work.”
Pallet Wall is a contemporary display solution that gives the look and feel of millwork furniture by
adding a unique design element to a space, either resting on the floor or suspended on the wall. Pallet
Mobile takes Wall a step further with industrial casters and optional accessories like a whiteboard for
collaboration. Both Wall and Mobile work well alone or in tandem with Pallet Display.
Pallet space division furniture is available for customization with two wood species options, four stain
finishes, three laminate choices, and a multitude of accessories. For more than a century craftsmen
have been carefully constructing Waddell Display Cases in the time-honored tradition of Waddell
quality. These skilled artisans use only the finest materials to manufacture a wide variety of display
cases with the quality of fine furniture. Our craftsmen combine today's technology and designs with
yesterday's personal commitment to constructing the finest USA made cases available.
About Waddell, a GMi Company
GMi Companies, headquartered in Lebanon, Ohio, is a leading US manufacturer of visual communication
products and display solutions to help people communicate, collaborate and learn. Waddell
manufactures display furniture in a variety of applications to meet any environment. Ghent products
include whiteboards, glassboards, mobiles, tackboards, easels, enclosed message centers, and more.
VividBoard custom dry-erase boards are used in healthcare as patient room boards to promote
communication and patient satisfaction. All GMi Companies products are sold through dealers
specializing in office and education throughout North America.
For more information, visit http://www.gmicompanies.com or http://www.waddellfurniture.com

